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An EXTERNALIST, i.e. a NON EGOCEPHALOCENTERED and NON LOGOCENTERED STANCE has an impact… 

… ON the researcher’s VIEW OF MAJOR NOTIONS: 

KNOWLEDGE: becomes situated in a given political, historical, cultural context; is granted the status of knowledge via 

internal AND external factors (the validation by the scientific community with the application of a validated method 

on validated objects; the trends of mentalities shared among the cultural community, relations of force, dominance 

and tension between more or less powerful members of said community…). 

COGNITION: becomes an « embodied, social, relational and extrinsic phenomenon »; « results from historic 

interactions between an embodied nervous system and its social and material environment » (Andler 2006, p. 313, 

we translate). The mind is inherently embodied, and thoughts are inherently situated. 

THE OBJECT OF RESEARCH: becomes the way things happen when situated: the object of research of the field called 

situated action is « the activity of persons acting in setting » (Lave 1988, p. 177), or the « seamless connections » 

between an item and its environment (Dourish 2001, p. 102); the object of cognitive science is also modified: Mace 

says « don’t ask what’s inside your head but what your head’s inside of » (1977, sub-title). 

CONTEXT: becomes an arena, a situation (actions and speech productions are situated), an environment ; it does not 

refer to what is around a text but to a space and the (human and non-human, textual and non-textual) agents 

evolving and acting in it : it is multidimensional and plurisemiotic. 

COMMUNICATION: becomes « one of the many resources available to the humans to live and act together » (Oursel 

2013, p. 22), one among many other possible resources. 

MEANING: is not communicated, it is communicatable (Jacques 1975) : speech allows for as many potential meanings 

as there are interpreters, all equally valuable. Meaning is only temporarily and relatively stabilized after the co-

speakers have both shown satisfaction about each other’s interpretation (Brassac 2001). It is also three-dimensional 

(Oursel 2013), at once relative to  whatever the speaker is referring to (referential dimension),  the state of the 

relationship between the co-speakers and more generally between all agents involved in the situation of enunciation 

(relational dimension) and  the organization of the speech and of the activity in process (structural dimension). 

THE LISTENER/INTERPRETER: is not trying to match his/her decode what the speaker has encoded in the speech, is 

building an hypothesis on the most sensible and likely meaning that could be given to the speech. The interpreter 

can also evaluate his/her satisfaction of their hypothesis and decide whether action should be taken to improve it or 

not. Both speaker and co-speaker are responsible for the success or failure of mutual understanding. 

MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING: the speaker is not the only one knowing what meaning his/her speech should be given, the 

interpreter also has his/her say in it : both build an hypothesis whose compatibility with the other one is evaluated. 

If they are not compatible, meaning is negotiated. 

… ON THE TREATMENT OF RAW DATA: 

NAMING PARTICIPANTS: use of pseudonyms that respect the informant’s sex, age, culture, etc. as much as possible. 

Informants are not barcodes or blank slates, they are actual people, with a history, living in places, doing things: 

they are situated. Their identification can help the readership gather information about them and their situation. 

TRANSCRIBING ACTS BY ALL AGENTS: even with audio data, transcription can give environmental information (a door 

opening, a drawer closing, paper being crushed, a phone ringing…). This information can be referred to in the 
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speech, it can be taken into account in the interpretation process, it can make it difficult for the co-speakers to 

communicate or justify an interruption in the communication. 

… ON THE TERMINOLOGY USED: 

communicated meaning          communicatable meaning / negotiated meaning 

interpretation          interpretive hypothesis / interactional value (once agreed upon) 

literal meaning          meaning cut from its situation of production 

extended meaning          situated meaning 

lack of understanding          interpreter’s dissatisfaction toward his/her hypothesis 

retroactive correction, repair          negotiation of meaning 

irrelevant/inappropriate answer          reaction considered irrelevant or inappropriate by… 

misunderstanding          illusion of mutual understanding / unveiled incompatibility between hypotheses 

processing data          interpreting clues 

compensating strategy          face-protecting strategy 

the source of a communication problem          the item that lead to an unsatisfactory hypothesis 

adjusting to the speaker’s meaning          co-building meaning with the speaker 

to mean/communicate meaning (person)          to expose/formulate clues that suggest… 

to mean (production)          to manifest, suggest… 

… ON METHOD IN GENERAL: 

IN COGNITIVE SCIENCES:  opening methods to more authentic, less experimental situations, letting studied subjects 

behave in an environment that is not clinical or aseptized;  looking at interactions between mind and body, 

between mind and world;  considering cognition as subjective and as intersubjective and as shared among human 

and non-human agents… 

IN LANGUAGE SCIENCES:  language is a resource used to live and act: it needs to be studied in relation to the living 

and the acting;  inter-subjectivity is absolutely fundamental and it is everywhere in language use (cf. Bres and 

Nowakowska’s 3-dimensional version of Bakhtin’s dialogism, 2005);  meaning of a given piece of speech is what 

people agree upon: the linguist or conversation analyst has some clues about the content of the interpretation that 

has been agreed upon (such as what they are referring to, what kind of reaction was deemed acceptable, how is the 

relationship going - trust, spite, dominance, subordination…);  agents, environment, situation and speech are 

equally important in the analysis of speech : their interactions need to be at the heart of language sciences, and 

semiotics (not as a part of cultural studies but as the science of meaning) needs to take its proper place in language 

sciences. 

IN APPLIED LINGUISTICS:  methods to be promoted: collaborative learning, situated learning, project-based learning, 

embodied learning, etc.;  teaching contents to be considered: institutional and informational ecological network of 

the community whose language/culture is studied, how to adapt one’s behaviour to the circumstances of an activity, 

how to actively participate in the co-building of an intersubjective space (evaluate mutual understanding, fit one’s 

reactions to expectations…), how to answer a question like « what does it mean? » (cf. 3 dimensions of meaning), 

how to choose which communication strategy to use, etc.;  ways to present and use a document: give information 

about the « context » in which the document was found (so the learners can connect it to an environment, to agents, 

maybe to an activity), give information about the activity the learners are engaged in before they enter the document 

so they build a project of production or reception and situate their work.  
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